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 In Church Slavonic documents, for example, in the Orthodox Typikon, one encounters 4 

common symbols that are used designate the rank of an ecclesiastical commemoration. 

Depending on the publisher and local convention, these symbols can be placed within the text or 

in the margins. Since these symbols are often found in Slavonic Church books, these symbols 

will be encoded in the “Extended Cyrillic Block B” of the Unicode standard.  

 Based on the information in Chapter 47 of the Orthodox Typikon ( (Тѷпікон сіе́сть 

Ѹ̓ставъ (Tipikon siject' Ustav), 1954), (Тѷпікон сіе́сть Ѹ̓ставъ (Tipikon sijest' Ustav), 1965)) 

and local convention, the desired symbols, their characteristics, and proposed encoding region 

are described in Table 1. Two examples of Chapter 47 of the Typikon are presented in Figure 1 

and Figure 2. As well, extracts from the Orthodox Menologion, where theses symbols are used to 

rank the commemorations, are given in Figure 3 and Figure 4. As can be seen from the sample 

publications, these symbols can occur anywhere in the line. 
Table 1: Summary of the Proposed Typikon Symbols for Encoding 

Typical Typikon 
Symbol 

Proposed Name Proposed Location Comments 

⛐ 
Typikon Symbol 
Great Feast 

U + A674 The cross need not be 
the same as the cross 
in the Typikon 
Symbol Polyeleos. 

⛑ 
Typikon Symbol Vigil 
Service 

U + A675 The cross need not be 
the same as the cross 
in the Typikon 
Symbol Polyeleos. 

⛒ 
Typikon Symbol 
Polyeleos 

U + A676 This symbol can be 
similar to U + 2722 
(Four teardrop-spoked 
asterisk). 

⛓ 
Typikon Symbol 
Lower Rank 

U + A677 Absolutely unique 
symbol 
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 Table 2 shows the more common variants of the proposed Typikon symbols. The variants 

can be classified into 4 different types based on the types of crosses used. The first variant, Type 

I, has an equi-armed cross that is created using 5 circular beads. For each of the 3 symbols that 

require a cross, the same beaded cross is used. The second variant, Type II, has an equi-armed 

cross that resembles a Greek cross, except that there is some type of ornamentation on each of 

the cross arms. Furthermore, the crosses used for each of the 3 Typikon symbols can be quite 

different. For example, the cross for the Typikon Symbol Polyeleos has a diamond-like ornament 

on each arm (see Sources 2), 3), 4), and 5) in Table 2), while the cross for the Typikon Symbol 

Vigil Service and Typikon Symbol Great Feast has some type of deformed circular ornament on 

each arm that resembles that seen on the arms of the East Syriac Cross (U+2671). Other types of 

ornamentation on the arms of the cross include circles (cross pomée) which is often found in 

older Typika (see, for example, Source 6) in Table 2) as well as more modern versions (see, for 

example, Sources 4), 5), and 7) in  Table 2). In Type II variants, the cross with any 

ornamentations can be either filled in (more common) or outlined only (rarer). The third variant, 

Type III, consists of an equi-armed cross whose arms are narrower at the middle than at the ends, 

which can be called either a “cross formée,” or a variant of the Maltese cross, as encoded by 

Unicode. It can be noted that in Type III the same cross is used for all the 3 symbols that require 

a cross. Finally, the fourth variant, Type IV, is a miscellaneous category that consists of all 

variants that are hard to classify. The first example of Type IV consists of an equi-armed Greek 

cross, while the second example consists of an equi-armed cross forchée, which is similar in the 

ornamentations on the end to the West Syriac cross. In both cases, the same cross is used for all 

the Typikon symbols requiring a cross. 

  Although the variants have been classified primarily based on the cross types used, there 

are a few additional differences that need to be considered. Firstly, for the Typikon Symbol Vigil 

Service, the extent to which the semicircle encloses the cross varies greatly from an almost 

minimalist bottom hint as found in Father Dolnytskyj’s Typikon (Dolnytskyj, 2009 (reprint)) 

(Source 10) in Table 2) to an almost total enclosure of the cross in the 1877-Trebnik (Kievan 

Cave Monastery of the Dormition, 1877) (Source 8) in Table 2). Secondly, for the Typikon 

Symbol Great Feast, the circle completely encloses the cross. Finally, for the Typikon Symbol 

Lower Rank, the 3 dots can be arranged in different forms. The most prevalent version is similar 

to “:·”. 
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 The usage of the different variants can be summarized as follows. Type I variants are 

used in current publications of the Russian Orthodox Church. Type II variants are found in older 

works of the Russian Orthodox Church (before 1917) published in Moscow and Pochaev, as well 

as Orthodox publications in the diaspora (after 1917) that followed the typographical layouts of 

Pochaev. The Type II variant is the most common variant encountered. Type III variants are used 

by publications following the traditions of the Kievan Cave Monastery of the Dormition, which 

includes publications by the Ukrainian Orthodox Church. Finally, Type IV variants can be found 

in publications located anywhere in the world.  
Table 2: Comparison of the More Common Variants of the Typikon Symbols. 

Typical Symbol 
Type I 

1) 

Type II 

2), 3), 4), 5), 6), 7)

Type III 

8), 9), 10) 

Type IV 

11), 12) 

⛐  

 

 
 

⛑  
 

 

⛒  

 

 
 

⛓  
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     Sources: 

1) As used on the website of the Russian Orthodox Church (Православный каленарь). 

2) As used in (Тѷпікон сіе́сть Ѹ̓ставъ (Tipikon siject' Ustav), 1954) 

3) As used in (Тѷпікон сіе́сть Ѹ̓ставъ (Tipikon sijest' Ustav), 1965) 

4) As used in a digitized version of an early 20th-century Typikon (Churchill) 

5) As used in a scanned, pdf version of a 1896 Typikon published in Moscow (Литугия.ру) 

6) As used in the 1641 Typikon published in Moscow. The Typikon Symbol Vigil Service is 

missing.  

7) As used in the Horologion published in 1964 by the Monastery of the Holy Trinity in 

Jordanville, New York, USA (Monastary of the Holy Trinity, 1964). 

8) As used in the Trebnik published at the Kievan Cave Monastery of the Dormition of the 

Mother of God in 1877 (Kievan Cave Monastery of the Dormition, 1877). The last 

symbol was not found in this Trebnik. 

9) As used in the paper published by Mary Krasovickaja (Красовицкая). 

10) As used in The Prayerful Eye: The Typikon of the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church of 

Father Isidore Dolnytskyj (Dolnytskyj, 2009 (reprint)). 

11) As used on the website of the Holy Trinity Russian Orthodox Church (Orthodox Calendar 

Holy Trinity Russian Orthodox Church). 

12) As used by the Slovak Byzantine Rite Church (Gajdoš, 2009). 

 Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that the cross used in the Typikon 

symbols must be equi-armed. In the vast majority of cases, this cross has either some 

ornamentation on each of the 4 arms or resembles a cross formée. The three crosses that are used 

in the different Typikon symbol need not be the same. 

 Having determined the characteristics of the crosses used for the Typikon symbols, it will 

now be necessary to compare them with already encoded Unicode crosses and asterisks. Table 3 

shows all the relevant Unicode symbols as well as an explanation of their suitability for encoding 

the cross-like Typikon Symbols. A brief summary will be presented here. Since it has been 

determined that the cross in the Typikon Symbols must be equi-armed, the following Unicode 

crosses are all inappropriate as they are not equi-armed: U+2020 (dagger cross), U+2670 (West 

Syriac Cross), U+2671 (East Syriac Cross), U+2626 (Orthodox Cross), U+2628 (Cross of 
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Lorraine), U+271D (Latin Cross). Of the remaining equi-armed crosses, U+2722 (Greek Cross) 

and U+271A (Heavy Greek Cross), do not cover the most common forms of the crosses used for 

the Typikon symbols, that is, the cross is missing the ornaments found on the ends of the cross. 

The Maltese cross (U+2720) and its variants only cover Type III Typikon crosses. All Type II 

crosses, which are by far the most common, would not be covered, as the Maltese cross does not 

have the ornaments found on the end of the crosses. The remaining Unicode crosses (U+2722, 

U+2723, U+2724, U+2725) are actually four-spoked asterisks that have various ornaments on 

the ends. None of these cover all the variants presents. Of the asterisks, only the four-teardrop-

spoked asterisk resembles some of the Type II cases. Thus, based on an overview of all the 

available already encoded Unicode crosses/asterisks it can be seen that the vast majority of the 

Typikon symbols variants cannot be encoded using the currently available symbols. Furthermore, 

it can be noted that if there is a unified location for each Typikon symbol then this would 

increase the efficiency of sorting and ranking the various Orthodox feasts. 

 It can be noted that in recent years, there has been an increased demand for Typikon 

symbols to be encoded as characters, both on the Internet and commercially. For example, the 

Orthodox Liturgical texts project (http://www.orthlib.info/) has digitised the Church Slavonic 

Orthodox Typikon and Menologion. Other projects, for example, http://www.canto.ru/calendar 

present Orthodox calendars for the current or upcoming year. Such projects have either used 

graphics for the Typikon symbols or have designed various non-Unicode compatible fonts.  
Table 3: Comparison between the Already Encoded Unicode Crosses and the Proposed Typikon Symbols 

Already Encoded Unicode Crosses Comparison with the Typikon Symbols 
✢ (Greek Cross) U+2722, 

✚ (Heavy Greek Cross) U+271A 

Does not have the ornaments found in most of 
the published variants of the cross. This cross 
could cover only some of the Type IV variants. 

✠ (Maltese Cross) U+2720 This cross is basically used by Type III 
variants. Some of the Type II and Type IV 
could be considered to be variants of the 
Maltese Cross, for example, the Cross Formée. 
However, the Maltese Cross does not represent 
the Type I forms, which have 5 beads arranged 
in the form of a cross. 

☩(Cross of Jerusalem) U+2629 

Although a variant of the cross only contains 
the larger middle cross, it can be seen that none 
of the variants have this form. 

  

http://www.orthlib.info/
http://www.canto.ru/calendar
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Already Encoded Unicode Crosses Comparison with the Typikon Symbols 

♰ (West Syriac Cross) U+2670 
This cross is not equi-armed which 
immediately disqualifies it as all Typikon 
crosses are equi-armed.  

♱ (East Syriac Cross) U+2671 

This cross is likewise not equi-armed which 
immediately disqualifies it as all Typikon 
crosses are equi-armed. 

✢ (Four-teardrop-spoked asterisk) U+2722 
This cross/asterisk only represents some of the 
Type II variants.  

✣ (Four balloon-spoked asterisk) U+2723, 

✤ (Heavy Four balloon-spoked asterisk) 
U+2724 

This cross/asterisk would only represent Type I 
variants of the Typikon symbols and then only 
barely, as the Type I variants are created from 
5 beads that touch tangentially. None of the 
other variants would even be considered as 
variants of this symbol. 

✥ (Four clubbed-spoked asterisk) This cross/asterisk does not represent any of 
the variants of the Typikon symbols that were 
encountered. 

☦(Orthodox Cross) U+2626, 

☨(Cross of Lorraine) U+2628, 
✝(Latin Cross) U+271D, 
† (Dagger Cross) U+2020 

None of these cross have any of the features of 
the Typikon crosses: equi-armed cross without 
any additional bars. 
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Figure 1: Chapter 47 of the Typikon (Тѷпікон сіе́сть Ѹ҆ставъ (Tipikon sijest' Ustav), 1965). The desired symbols have been 

boxed. 
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Figure 2: Chapter 47 of a different Typikon (Тѷпікон сіе́сть Ѹ̓ставъ (Tipikon siject' Ustav), 1954). The symbols have been 

boxed. 
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Figure 3: Extracts from the Menologion showing the use of some of the proposed symbols (Тѷпікон сіе́сть Ѹ҆ставъ (Tipikon 

sijest' Ustav), 1965). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Extracts from the Menologion showing the use of the proposed symbols (Тѷпікон сіе́сть Ѹ҆ставъ (Tipikon siject' 

Ustav), 1954). 

 
Figure 5: Example of the Typikon symbols as used by the Slovak Byzantine Rite Church (Gajdoš, 2009).
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